PROJECT > Daytona International Speedway
Catch Fence
Non-Shrink Grout
Daytona, FL

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
QUIKRETE® General Purpose Non-Shrink Grout was used to anchor bases for the fence poles of the catch fence around the speedway. The high impact fence protects the crowds in the event a car or debris goes airborne toward the grand-stands of the speedway.

QUIKRETE® General Purpose Non-Shrink Grout is a high strength nonmetallic portland cement based material that complies with ASTM C 1107 requirements. General Purpose Non-Shrink Grout can be placed in fluid, flowable and plastic consistencies and achieves a compressive strength of 8,000 psi (fluid) at 8 days.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Daytona Speedway
SUB-CONTRACTOR: Smith Fence

QUIKRETE® PRODUCTS USED:
- 50 lb Non-Shrink General Purpose Grout : 400 bags

PROJECT START DATE:
October 2009

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE:
October 2009

QUIKRETE® Non-Shrink General Purpose Grout >> Product No. 1585-00